
Nuclear physics exam topics

1. Quantum mechanical description of nuclear scattering (definition of the scattering cross section;
asymptotic form of the scattering wave function; radial Schrödinger equation (without derivation)
and its asymptotic solutions; the method of partial waves; total cross section)

2. Bound and scattering states in central potentials (derivation of the radial Schrödinger equation;
bound states in a central potential; the spatial, spin, and isospin components of the two-nucleon
wave function, and their symmetry properties; list of possible two-nucleon states)

3. Nucleon-nucleon interaction (measurable properties of the deuteron and its wave function; the connec-
tion between the scattering phase shift and the potential; experimental scattering phase shifts and
the central potential; the Yukawa potential and the mechanism of the interaction; the spin-dependent
interaction; the tensor interaction; general form of the nucleon-nucleon interaction)

4. Measurement of nuclear sizes (equivalent nuclear radius; charge and barion density; anomalous Rut-
herford scattering; characteristic X-ray of muonic atoms; high energy electron scattering)

5. Measurement of magnetic moments (magnetic moment, spectroscopic magnetic moments; g-factor;
giromagnetic factor; Rabi-experiment; measurement of the magnetic moment of the neutron; basics
of nuclear magnetic resonance; Schmidt last nucleon concept)

6. Electromagnetic interactions of nuclei (the transition probability and the interaction Hamiltonian;
derivation of the vector Helmholtz equation of the electromagnetic field; electric and magnetic Hansen
solutions; multipole expansion of the electromagnetic field; long wavelength limit; the transition
probabilities and the electric/magnetic multipole transition operators; selection rules; relative sizes
of the multipole transitions; recoil of the nucleus in an electromagnetic transition; sizes of the recoil
energy, Doppler shift, and the natural line width)

7. Fermi’s theory of beta decay (Fermi’s Golden Rule; wave function of the mother and daughter nuclei;
leptonic wave functions; approximations; final state density; correction factors; exclusion rules)

8. Parity violation in beta decay (parity operator; parity eigenvalues; mirroring properties of wave
function; details of the Wu experiment: choosing an appropriate sample, setup, results, conclusion;
helicity, the handedness of the neutrino)

9. Liquid drop model of nuclei (the density of nuclei; the Weizsäcker semi-empirical mass formula, and the
neutron/proton ratio as a function of the mass number; the Coulomb energy; rotation and vibration
of nuclei, elementary vibrational modes)

10. Fermi gas model of nuclei (the chemical potential of the nucleon, neutron and proton; the volume
and symmetry energy; simple estimate of the surface energy; potential energy)

11. Harmonic oscillator shell model of nuclei (mean field potential; available states in a harmonic potential;
magic numbers; extension of the harmonic potential, level order; the shell model configuration of
nuclei; the single-particle energy of the shell model; the unified model of nuclei)

12. Description of nuclear reactions according to the bombarding energy (notations; conserved proper-
ties; scattering types; characteristic energies; accelerators necessary for these energies; low energy
mechanisms; fragmentation, multifragmentation; pion production; relativistic collisions)

13. Nuclear reactions (Bodansky experiment; Ghoshal experiment; properties of compound nuclear reac-
tions; basics of the quantum-mechanical calculations of the reaction cross section; 1/v law; resonant
capture)


